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VI I 

Time-Stampedd Actions in pCRL 

Wee present extensions of pCRL with time-stamped actions for absolute time 
andd for relative time. We define timed bisimulation equivalence for both ver-
sionss and prove that the given axiom systems are complete, provided that the 
dataa types have equality and Skolem functions. We base the completeness 
proofss on the completeness results for untimed pCRL by Groote and Luttik. 

1.. Introductio n 

Timedd ju,CRL was introduced by Groote in [47] as an extension of the specifi-
cationn language fiCRL with operators for the expression of timing-dependent 
processes.. Untimed /xCRL (micro Common Representation Language, [52]) 
iss a combination of the process algebra ACP [15] and equationally specified 
abstractt data types. It has a subsystem called pCRL (the letter p stands for 
pico),pico), which is roughly the language without the operators for parallelism. 

InIn pCRL, data terms occur in process terms in three ways: first, actions and 
recursionn variables may be parametrized with data; second, there is a binding 
constructionn allowing summation over possibly infinite data types; and finally 
theree is conditional composition, where the condition is a boolean term. These 
primitivess allow a relatively straightforward timing extension of the signature, 
sincee time can easily be specified as a data type. Actions can be parametrized 
withh data, so we can naturally incorporate time-stamps. Furthermore, the sum-
mationn over data can be used to bind time variables, and the conditional com-
positionn can be used to restrict possible timings. In timed /xCRL, the princi-
pall  feature for the expression of timing is a time-stamping operation for pro-
cesses.cesses. In our experience this yields a very direct and effecitive means to spec-
ifyy timing-dependent processes. 

Inn timed fiCRL, the timing of processes is absolute. Furthermore, any to-
tallyy ordered nonempty set is allowed as time domain (so time can be chosen 
too be continuous or discrete); and actions can be executed urgently, that is, in 
successionn but at the same time. 

Thiss article is based on [85], where an extension of pCRL along the lines 
off  real time ACP [3] is studied, meaning in particular that actions rather than 
processes,, as in timed p,CKL, are time-stamped. Also, actions are not allowed 
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too be executed urgently. The article [85] presents axiomatizations for absolute 
timee and for relative time, and completeness proofs for both. It served as a 
preliminaryy study for the completeness proof of timed /xCRL [77]. 

Here,, we present extensions of pCRL with time-stamped actions, but this 
timee allowing the urgent execution of actions. Hence we stay close to timed 
/xCRLL (see also the remark on page 134). For the completeness proof we 
showw that process terms can be written in a form where they can be interpreted 
ass untimed processes. We then use the completeness of the untimed axiom 
system. . 

Wee rely on the completeness proof for untimed /?CRL by Groote and Lut-
tikk [49]. They proved completeness of the axiom system with respect to strong 
bisimulationn equivalence, under the condition that the data types have so-called 
equalityy and Skolem functions. Their treatment of the summation over data 
typess differs from [52]. Also, they use a generalization of equational logic as 
prooff  theory. We follow them in both respects. 

Sectionn 2 presents untimed pCRL in the style of [49]. Section 3 introduces 
thee syntax, axioms, and semantics of the extension for absolute time. We define 
timedd bisimulation equivalence for absolute time. In Section 4 we prove com-
pleteness:: we show that process terms can be written as so-called well-timed 
deadlock-saturatedd basic terms, and for these it holds that timed bisimilarity 
andd strong bisimilarity coincide. Hence we can use the completeness results of 
thee untimed theory. We follow a similar strategy in the completeness proof for 
thee relative time variant that is presented in Section 5. 

2.. The Untimed Axiom System 

Wee present the untimed axiom system pCRL in the style of [49]. The timed 
theoriess in later sections are extensions of the untimed theory. 

Thee Data Signature. A data signature is determined by a set S of sort symbols 
andd a set F of function declarations. For the sorts s, we have disjoint infinite 
setss of variables V,. Also for each s, we assume a data algebra with universe 
DDss.. The data signature contains at least the sort Bool of the booleans, and the 
usuall  function declarations for T, , , A, and v. The universe of the booleans 
hass as only two elements the interpretations of T (true) and _L (false). 

Ann assignment a is a function that maps variables to domain elements of 
thee appropriate sort: a variable v of sort s is mapped to an element a(v) of D5. 
Wee write W for the set of assignments. Let ta denote the interpretation of a 
termm t under assignment a. 

Forr the rest of this paper, we assume that the data types have complete 
equationall  axiomatizations. A data signature, with equational theory E, has 
equalityequality if, for every sort s, it has a function declaration eq : s x s —  Bool, 
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andd for all terms t\, t2 of sort s, it holds that E h t\ = t2 if and only if 
EE h eqit\, t2) = T. 

Processs Terms. A />CRL signature is determined by a data signature and a 
sett of action declarations. It has a sort Proc for processes, and a set of pro-
cesss variables that is disjoint from the set of data variables. A process term is 
process-closed,process-closed, if it has no occurrences of process variables. 

Thee action declarations are of the form 

aa : s\ x  x sn ->  Proc, 

wheree the Sj are data sort symbols and n > 0. For an action declaration written 
ass above and data terms di of sort st, we call the expression a(<2i,..., dn) an 
actionaction term. Let AT be the set of action terms; we use the letters a,b,... for 
actionn terms. 

AA pCRL signature has a function declaration 8 of sort Proc for the deadlock 
process,, declarations 

,, + : Proc x Proc ->  Proc 

forr sequential and alternative composition respectively, and a declaration 

<< > : Proc x Bool x Proc -> Proc 

forr conditional composition. Finally, it has a binder for summation over data 
types:: if v is a data variable and p is a process term, then *T,V p is a process 
term,, where J2 binds all free occurrences of v in p. We consider process terms 
moduloo a-conversion. So we may implicitly assume that in an arbitrary pro-
cesss term p, no variables occur both bound and free, and, if J2V P is a process 
termm with a subterm £ H q, then v  ̂ u. A process term £ w /? represents the 
alternativealternative quantification of /? over u, that is, the choice between the processes 
pp for any value of v. We abbreviate a process term J V̂l ''' X^„  P» w i t n n ^ °» 
b vv £g P- w e adopt the binding convention that sequential composition binds 
strongest;; conditional composition binds stronger than alternative quantifica-
tion,, which binds stronger than alternative composition. The symbol  is often 
omittedd from terms. 

Thee Axioms. The pCRL axioms are listed in Table 1. In these axioms, the 
letterss x, y, z are process variables, the letters b, b\t b2 are boolean variables, 
andd p, q range over process-closed process terms. As proof theory we use 
equationall  logic with a congruence rule for binders: from p ~ q we may infer 
m att £u P = Hv a- Also, substitutions are adjusted to the use of binders. For 
example,, one may, in axiom SUMl, substitute for the process variable x any 
processs term without free occurrences of the data variable v. We refer to [49] 
forr a precise exposition of the proof theory. 
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TABLEE 1. The pCRL axioms 

(Al )) X + y = y+X 

(A2)) x + (y + z) = (x+y) + z 
(A3)) x+x = x 
(A4)) (x + y)z = xz + yz 
(A5)) (xy)z = x (yz) 
(A6)) x + 8=x 
(Al)(Al) Sx = S 

(SUMl)) E vx = x 

(SUM3)) LvP = T,vP + P 
(SUM4)) £w(P + 9) = £ vP + £w ? 
(SUM5)) (£„/>)*  = £u/>* 
(SUM12)) CEvP)<b>S = T,vP<b>S 

(CNDI)) X <T > y =X 
(CND2))
(CND3)) x<b>y = x<b>8 + y<~>b>8 
(CND4)) (JC < b\ O 6) < bi O 5 = jr < b\ Ab2>8 
(CND5)) (JC <1 ^I > 8) + (x < b2 > S) = x < b\ v b2 > 8 
(CND6)) (Jt < b > 8)y = xy < b > 8 
(CND7)) (x+y)<b>S = x<bt>8 + y<b>8 

Semantics.. We interpret process-closed terms as elements of a pCRL algebra. 
AA  pCRL algebra has a universe P of processes. Furthermore, it has a set A 
off  constants that are called actions, a constant 8 g A, a binary operator
P22 -  P and a partial unary operator E : 2? "*  p- A process E ö? with 
QQ c P, stands for the choice between the processes in £>; this operation allows 
thee interpretation of alternative quantification as a generalization of alternative 
compositionn (like, e.g., existential quantification can be seen as generalizing 
disjunctionn in logic). 

Forr a given signature, we find such an algebra using the concept of poly-
nomialsnomials (see Luttik [66]). We start with the definition of data polynomials. 
Recalll  that we assumed the existence of a data algebra with universe Ds for 
thee sorts s e S. Then data polynomials are denned simultaneously for the data 
sortss by the following induction: 

 A variable of sort s is a polynomial of sort s. 
 An element d 6 Ds is a polynomial of sort s. 
 For a function declaration ƒ of type s\ x  x s„  -  s, and polynomials 
d\d\ dn of the corresponding sorts, ƒ (d\,..., dn) is a polynomial of 
sortt 5. 

Next,, we define the process polynomials for a signature simply as process 
termss with data polynomials occurring as subterms: they are generated by the 
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grammar r 

pp ::= a (d i , . . ., d„)  \p-p\p + p\ £ „  ƒ> I P<b> p, 

wheree a is an action declaration of type s\ x  x sn  Proc, the d{ are data 
polynomialss of the corrresponding sorts, v is a data variable, and b is a boolean 
polynomial.. An action polynomial is a polynomial of the form a(d\,..., d„) 
wheree a is an action declaration. 

Beloww we define the interpretation of a process polynomial p under assign-
mentt or as the process pa, so that we interpret process-closed process terms in 
thee pCRL algebra with set 

AA = [aa | a an action polynomial, a e W} 

off  actions, and with the universe defined by 

PP = {pa I P a process polynomial, a e W}. 

Thiss interpretation, with respect to an assignment a, is defined as follows. First, 
itt is clear how an assigment is extended to an interpretation mapping for data 
polynomials.. Then, it is further extended to an interpretation for process poly-
nomialss by 

(a(rfi,...,dB)) t tt = a ( d f , . . . , 0. 
88aa = 5, 

(P(P + q)a = E{Pa-<I ah 

(p-qf(p-qf = p°-q*, 

,«« \pa i f2> a=Ta, 
(p(p < b > q)a = \ y 

\q\qaa ifba = a, 

and,, finally, 

( E „ P )aa = £{(/>[» := d])a | d e Ds}, 

wheree v is a variable of sort s. 
Notation:: we use the letters a,b,... (that we also used for action terms) 

forr actions, and p,q,... (that we also used for process terms) for processes. 
Itt wil l always be clear from the context whether these letters denote terms or 
elementss of a process algebra. We may write pq for the process p q. 

Havingg established the interpretation of process-closed terms, we define 
strongg bisimulation equivalence for processes. The transition relations _^> _ c 
(PP x A x P) and _^+ y c (P x A) are defined by the transition rules in Table 2. 

Definitionn 2.1. A binary relation R on P is a (strong) bisimulation if it is sym-
metricc and whenever pRq, then 

(i)) p -A- yj implies q -A- *J\ and 
(ii )) p -2+ p' implies q -A- q' for some q' with p'Rq'. 
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TABL EE 2. Transition rules for pCRL; a e A; p, q e P; Q c P. 

aa , a i 
aa , P  V P > 

a ^ VV  a a — 
p.qp.q — > q p . q —  p'  . q 

P~^+P~^+ J P~^> P' 

Z({P)Z({P) U Q) - ^  V zap) U Ö ) A y 

Processess /? and <? are (strongly) bisimilar, notation  if there is a bisim-
ulationn that relates p and q. 

Itt is proved in [49] that bisimilarity is a congruence. If process-closed pro-
cesss terms p and q are interpreted in some pCRL algebra, then we write  q 
iff  pa «  qa for all assignments a € W. 

Completeness.. For completeness we need some extra axioms. First, for every 
actionn declaration 

aa : si x - " X j „ - > Proc 

withh n > 0 an axiom 

a(jci,, . ..,*„ ) <é?9(*i,yi) A  Aeq(xn,yn) > 8 = 

a(yi,.. . . ,>«)< *?(*i . >i) A  A e?(*n, y„) > 8. (AEa) 

Second,, we need the following axiom that is called the static condition axiom: 

(x<b>8)(y(x<b>8)(y <b>8) = xy <b\>8. (SCA) 

Thee completeness of the axiom system pCKL is relative in the sense that 
itt depends on the data types: the axiom system, extended with the axioms 
mentionedd above, is complete provided that the data types have equality and 
Skolemm functions (see [49]). This means that the first-order theory of the data 
iss decidable. The proof of this completeness theorem below may be found 
inn [49]. 

Theoremm 2.1 (Completeness). If the data types have equality and Skolem func-
tions,tions, and E is the equational theory of the data types, then we have, for all 
process-closedprocess-closed process terms p and q, that p and q are bisimilar if, and only 
if,if, pCRL + E + AE + SCA \- p = q. 

3.. Absolute Time 

Wee extend pCKL to a formalism for the expression of timing-dependent pro-
cesses.. We parametrize actions with a time-stamp that indicates its moment of 
execution.. In this section we give an absolute interpretation of these execution 
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times.. For example, writing a(t) for an action a with time-stamp t and taking 
thee naturals as time elements, the process 

a(2).*(3) ) 

firstt executes action a at time 2. The execution of an action has no duration, so 
thee execution of a also finishes at time 2. After that, action b is executed at time 
3.. As an other example, the process a(3)  b(2) would be called ill-timed: it 
cannott execute the action b because after the execution of a the time is already 
pastt time 2. In Section 5 we give an alternative theory for relative time. 

Twoo important design decisions are the following: first, as time domain 
wee allow any totally ordered nonempty set (in particular, the choice between 
continuouss and discrete time is left open); and second, actions can be executed 
att the same time in succession. 

Wee present the signature of this extension of pCRL that we call pCRLat. 
Assumee that a data sort Time for time is provided that has a binary function 
symboll  < for the time ordering. As mentioned above, the only requirement on 
thee time domain is that it must be totally ordered. 

Forr the time-stamping of actions, we require for every action declaration 

aa : s\ x  x sn -> Proc 

inn the signature that n > 0 and s„ = Time. The last parameter of an action term 
iss its time-stamp. If/ is the time-stamp of action term a, then we usually write 
a(t)a(t) to refer to a. 

Wee interpret the term S as an immediate deadlock: this process does not 
existt at any time (see the remark below). This existence of a process in time 
iss an important semantic notion (especially in the modelling of parallelism). 
Forr example, a process a(t) exist at any before t and at f, we also say that it 
cann let time pass until t. It cannot let time pass until moments after t. For the 
expressionn of deadlock processes that can let time pass we have a declaration 
SS : Time -  Proc. The time-stamped deadlock process S(t) can let time pass 
untill  time t. 

Finally,, we have the initialization operation ;» : Time x Proc  Proc. The 
processs term t » p describes the process p initialized at time t, meaning that 
initiall  actions before time t are blocked and that time can pass at least until t. 

Hence,, a pCRLat signature is a pCRL signature extended with the dec-
larationss for the time-stamped deadlocks and the initialization operation, and 
withh the restriction that the the action declarations allow time-stamping, as de-
scribedd above. The axioms are those of untimed /?CRL (presented in Table 1) 
pluss the axioms in Table 3. 

Notation:: let AT be the set of action terms and let 

AT'AT'ss =ATU{S(t) | t of sort Time). 

Wee make to separate remarks. 
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TABLEE 3. Axioms for absolute time; a e AT§. 

(ATI ) ) 
(AT2) ) 

(AT3) ) 

(AT4) ) 

(AT5) ) 

(AT6) ) 

(AT7) ) 

(AT8) ) 

a(t)=a(t)a(t)=a(t) + ^2uS(u)<u <t>8 
a(t)xa(t)x =a(t)(t » x) 
8(t)x8(t)x = S(t) 

tt » a(u) = a(u) <t < « t> 8(t) 
ff  » (x + v) = r » * + ? » y 

tt » xy = (t » x)y 

tt»» Ev P = T,v' » P 
t^(x<b>S)t^(x<b>S) = t^>x<b> S(t) 

 In the literature, various notations have been used for immediate and 
timedd deadlock processes. In real time BPA [3], the process 8 is imme-
diatee (there, 8 = 8(0), where 0 is the smallest time element at which 
noo activity is allowed), and satisfies axioms A6 and A7. Often (in par-
ticularr in timed ^CRL and in [9]) the notation <5 is reserved for the de-
layablelayable deadlock process, that exists at any time. The reason to do so is 
thatt the untimed deadlock process allows parallel behavior (it holds that 
xx 11 8 = x8), while in timed theories we have x \ \ 8 = 8 if 8 is immediate. 
Inn this paper, we have chosen to write 8 for the process that is defined 
inn the untimed setting by axioms A6 and A7, and to keep using this no-
tationn when extending the theory with timing. Thus, all the axioms of 
untimedd pCRL remain valid in the timed extensions of the theory (the 
delayablee deadlock does not satisfy axiom A6). 

 Timed jxCRL has a time-stamping operation for processes, notation pH, 
thatt can be pushed inwards to the level of initial actions. Moreover, an 
actionn without time-stamp can be performed at any time, and thus be 
time-stampedd by 

Inn timed /zCRL, all process-closed terms can be written such that: all ac-
tionss and 8 are time-stamped; the time-stamping is pushed inwards to the 
levell  of actions; and all operations for parallelism have been eliminated. 
Then,, timed /zCRL processes may be regarded as /?CRLat processes. 
Vicee versa, if there is a smallest time element, then pCRLat processes 
mayy be regarded as timed /xCRL processes, with the exception of the 
immediatee deadlock. Timed /iCRL does not have immediate deadlock. 
(Itt has a zero for alternative composition: this is the process <5<0, where 
00 is the smallest time element. But this process exists at time 0, and thus 
allowss parallel activity at 0.) 

Semantics.. Let T be a totally ordered time domain. We introduce /?CRLat 

algebrass that model the behavior of timed processes. Like a pCRL algebra, a 
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/?CRLatt algebra has a universe P of processes, and a set A of actions that are 
time-stampedd in a way that is explained below. Furthermore, it has a constant 
88 # A and, for every t € T, a constant 5(0 £ A. Moreover, it has a binary 
operatorr  : P2 -» P, a partial unary operator £ : 2P -» P, and an operator 
» : T x P ^ P. . 

Forr a given signature, such an algebra is obtained using polynomials, like 
wee did for untimed processes in Section 2. This time, process polynomials are 
generatedd by the grammar 

pp ::=a(ü?i ,,..,</„) \p-p\p + p\ J2vPlP<b>P\t^P 

wheree a is an action declaration of type s\ x  xs„ -> Proc, the dt are data 
polynomialss of the corrresponding sorts, t; is a data variable, b is a boolean 
polynomial,, and Ms a time polynomial. We extend the interpretation function 
thatt we gave for untimed process terms as follows: 

(S(t))(S(t))aa = S(ta) and (t » p)a = ta » pa. 

Thus,, we interpret process-closed terms as processes in a /?CRLat algebra with 
actionss in 

AA = [aa | a an action polynomial, a e W}, 

andd with the universe defined by 

PP = {pa I P a process polynomial, a € W}. 

Thee actions are of the form a(du ...,dn) with dn € Dnme = T its time-
stamp.. We may write a(t) for an action a with time-stamp t. 

Thee transition relations _ -^»at _ c (P x A x P) and _ -^»at J c (P x A), 
andd the delay predicates Ut, for f € T, are defined by the transition rules in 
Tablee 4. In these rules we let a(t) range over A, and Q is a set of processes. 

Thee delay predicates define the existence of a process in time: if Ut(p), 
thenn p can let time pass at least until time t. For example, let p be the process 
a(t)a(t)  b{u) with t < u. Then 

PP >at t » &(M) »at V 

andd £/,(/?), but not Uu(p) if r < M. 

Definitionn 3.1. A binary relation R on P is an at-bisimulation, if it is symmet-
ric,ric, and whenever pRq, then 

(i)) i f ^ ^ ^ t h e n ^ ^ a t V ; 

(ii )) if p -?—̂  p', then <? -^->at q', for some 4' with p'Rq'; and 
(iii )) if £/,(» for some f, then £/,(<?). 

Processess p and # are at-bisimilar, notation atq, if they are related by an 
at-bisimulation. . 
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TABL EE 4. Transition rules for absolute time. 

,, , a(t) , P >&  V P *"at P 
a(t)a(t) >at V ~ o(00 a(t) . 

pqpq ? p-q >atp'-q 

a(t)a(t) , a(t) , 
pp >at J p >.at p 

£({/>}} U Ö) - ^ a t V £({/>} U Ö) " ^ a t P' 

pp —Lj l »at y/ t < U p >at P t <u 
a(u)a(u) , , ^ a(u) , 

tt » p ^at V ' » P t P 

Uu(p)Uu(p) t < u Ut(p) Ut(p) 
Ut(p)Ut(p) Ut(p-q) £/*(£{ƒ>}  U<2) 

Uu(p) Uu(p) 
UUtt(a(t))(a(t)) U,(8(t)) Ut(f»p) 

UUuu(t(t » p) 

Process-closedd process terms are at-bisimilar if they are equivalent for every 
assigment:: for process-closed process terms p and q we may write p at q, if 
ppaa

at q
a for every assignment a. 

Theoremm 3.1. At-bisimilarity is a congruence on pCRLat algebras. 

Proof.Proof. It is straightforward to prove that at-bisimilarity is an equivalence. 
Wee show that the substitution property holds for , £ and »  W e u se implicitly 
thatt the union of at-bisimulations is itself an at-bisimulation. 

Supposee that R is an at-bisimulation with pRq. It is straightforward to 
provee that the relation 

{(t{(t  » p, t » q), (t » q, t » p)} U R 

iss an at-bisimulation that relates t » p and t » q for any t e T. 
Supposee that R is an at-bisimulation with p\Rq\ and piRqi- It is straight-

forwardd to prove that the relation 

{(/?,, q), (t » p, f » q), (p p',q- q') I pRq, p'Rq', t € T) 

iss an at-bisimulation that relates p\  pi and q\  qi. 
Lett Ö, Q' be nonempty sets of processes and let /? be an at-bisimulation 

suchh that for all q in Q there exists a ?' in Q' with #/?<?', and for all q' in Ö' 
theree exists a q in Q with #'/?#. It is straightforward to prove that the relation 

iss an at-bisimulation that relates £ Q and £ 0 '.
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Basicc Terms. We use basic terms as a convenient format for terms in defini-
tionss and proofs. They are defined inductively as follows: 

(1)) Every term £ ö a(t) <b>8 with a(t) e ATS is a basic term. 
(2)) If p is a basic term, then £ 5 a(t)p < b > <5 with a(r) e A r is a basic 

term. . 
(3)) If p and # are basic terms, then p + # is a basic term. 

Iff  a basic term is of the first form, then we say that it is of type 1, Similarly for 
formss (2) and (3). 

Lemmaa 3.2. Every process-closed process term is derivably equal to a basic 
term. term. 

Proof.Proof. Let p be a process-closed process term. We apply induction on the 
structuree of p. If p = 8, then p equals the basic term a{t) < _L > S by CND2, 

forr any a(t) g ATS. If p e ATS, then p equals the basic term p < T > 5 by 
axiomm C N D I . If p = px + p2, then p is derivably equal to a basic term by 
inductionn hypothesis. 

I ff P = £ „  />'. men p = £ w p", for some basic term p" with p' = p" by 
induction.. We apply induction on p". If p" is of type 1 or 2, then £ p" is a 
basicc term. If p" is of type 3, then we use axiom SUM4 and induction. 

Iff  P = Pi < b > p2, then p = p[ < ft > p^, for some basic terms p j, p'2 

withh pi = p[ and p2 = P2
 b v induction. By CND3, we find that p equals 

p[p[ < b > S + p'2 < ^b > 8. 

Wee show that the first summand is derivably equal to a basic term by induction 
onn p[; the case of the second summand is similar. If p[ is of type 1 or 2, then 
wee use axioms CND4 and SUM 12. If p\ is of type 3, then we use CND7 and 
induction. . 

Iff  p = p\p2, then p = p\p'2, for some basic terms p[, p2 with p\ = p\ 
andd p2 = p'2 by induction. We apply induction on p[. If p[ is of type 1, then 
wee use axioms SUM5, CND6 and, occasionally, AT3. If p\ is of type 2, then 
wee use SUM5, CND6, A5, AT 3 and induction. If p[ is of type 3, then we use 
A44 and induction. 

Iff  p = t > p', then p = ty$> p", for some basic term p" with p' = p" by 
induction.. We apply induction on p". If p" is of type 1, then write 

p"p"  = Eva(u)<b>8 

andd derive by axioms A T 4 , 7 ,8 that p equals 

]r ö(a(«)) <t <u> 8(t)) <b>  5(f), 

andd by axioms C N D 3 , 4 , 5 ,7 and SUM4, that this term equals 

Z ss a(M) <t <uAb>8 + J2- HO < (--(r < «) A b) v -ft > 8, 
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whichh is a basic term. If p" is of type 2, then we use a similar argument. If p" 
iss of type 3, then we use AT5 and induction. D 

4.. Completeness 

Ann important observation that we shall exploit in the completeness proof be-
loww is that terms that do not have occurrences of the initialization operation 
mayy be considered as untimed pCRL terms if we consider the time-stamped 
deadlockss as actions terms. For example, if process p has no occurrences of 
thee initialization operation, then we find that 

a(t)pa(t)p - ^ » p and a(t)p - ^ > a t t » p. 

Forr completeness we argue as follows. Consider terms p, q with p at <?
Wee write p and q as so-called well-timed <5-sat basic terms (defined below). 
Wee prove that for well-timed 5-sat basic terms at-bisimilarity implies strong 
bisimilarity.. The derivability follows by the completeness of the axiom system 
withh respect to strong bisimilarity (Theorem 2.1). 

Definitionn 4.1. We define well-timed basic terms: 

(1)) A basic term of type 1 is always well-timed. 
(2)) A basic term J^v a(0p <b>8 of type 2 is well-timed, if p is well-timed 

andd derivably equal to t y>> p. 
(3)) A basic term p + q is well-timed if both p and q are well-timed. 

Forr example, the basic term 

a(3)(a(2)<a(3)(a(2)< b > 8)< b'> 8 

iss not well-timed. We prove that terms are derivably equal to well-timed basic 
termss (Lemma 4.2). First we prove: 

Lemmaa 4.1. For every well-timed basic term p and time term t there is a 
well-timedwell-timed basic term q such that t » p = q is derivable. 

Proof.Proof. We apply structural induction on p. First, if p is of type 1, then 

write e 

PP = X!üa(M) <3b> 8 

andd derive by axioms AT4 ,7 ,8 that p equals 

£5(a(iOO < t < u > 8(t)) <b> 8(t), 

andd by axioms CND3 ,4 ,5 ,7 and SUM4, that this term equals 

£ 55 a(u) <t <uAb>8 + J2v &(0 < ( - ( ' < «) A b) v ^b > 8, 

whichh is a well-timed basic term. 
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Second,, if p is of type 2, then we find by a similar derivation that p equals 
aa term of the form 

J2vJ2v a(u)P' <t <uAb>8 + Y,-8(t)< (-(f < w) A b) v -.fc > 8, 

wheree the last term is easily checked to be a well-timed basic term. Third, if p 
iss of type 3, then use axiom AT5 and the induction hypothesis. D 

Lemmaa 4.2. Every bask term is derivably equal to a well-timed basic term. 

Proof.Proof. Take a basic term p. We apply induction on the structure of p. If 
pp is of type 1 then it is well-timed by definition. If p is of type 2, then write 
PP = J2v a^)p' <b> 8. By induction, we may assume that p' is well-timed. 
Noww use axiom AT2 and Lemma 4.1. Finally, if p is of type 3, then use the 
inductionn hyposthesis.

Definitionn 4.2. We define deadlock-saturated (abbr. 5-sat) basic terms induc-
tivelyy as follows: 

(1)) Every basic term £ s a(t) <b>8 + £ - u 8(u) <bAu <t>8is 8-sat. 
(2)) Every basic term £ 5 a(t)p < b > 8 + £ - u 8(u) <bAu <t>8is 5-sat 

iff  p is 5-sat. 
(3)) A basic term p + q is 8 -sat if both p and q are 8 -sat. 

Lemmaa 4.3. Every (well-timed) basic term p is derivably equal to a 8-sat 
(well-timed)(well-timed) bask term q. 

Proof.Proof. First assume that p is of type 1. Write 

PP = Eaa(t)<b\>8, 

andd derive by axiom AT I that p equals 

£ Ü ( Ö (00 + £M S(u) <u<t>8)<\b>8. 

Byy axioms CND7,4 and SUM 12,4 we derive that this term equals 

Ess a{t) < b > 8 + £ - H 8(u) <\bAu<t>8, 

whichh is 5-sat. Moreover, it is well-timed. 
Next,, let p be of type 2. We write 

Byy a similar derivation as above (using also axiom AT3) we find that p equals 

£ 55 a(t)p' <b>8 + £ - H 8(u) <bAu<t>8 

andd this last term is 5-sat, since p' is 5-sat by induction hypothesis. Moreover, 
iff  p is well-timed, then this term is well-timed as well. 

Finally,, the case with p of type 3 is straightforward. D 

Thee main lemma for completeness is Lemma 4.5. We start with an easy 
auxiliaryy lemma: 
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Lemmaa 4.4. For all 8-sat basic terms p: if Ut(p
a) for some time t and as-

signmentsignment a, then 

PP —  V-

Proof.Proof. Straightforward.

Lemmaa 4.5. For all well-timed 8-sat basic terms p and q it holds that atq 
impliesimplies p  q. 

Proof.Proof. Recall that we defined for process-closed terms p and q, and for 
~~ e , , that p ~ q if and only if pa ~ qa for all assignments a e W. 

Wee show that the relation 

RR = {(pa, qa) | p, q well-timed 5-sat basic terms, a eW, pa
at qa) 

iss a strong bisimulation. Clearly R is symmetric. We show that R is a strong 
bisimulation.. Take a pair (pa, qa) from R. 

First,, suppose that pa -^-U- </. We must show that qa -^—  V- I f fl(f) # 
5(f),, then observe that 

/ rr > y/ implies p >at V

Sincee pa
at <t f.i4 h o l ds t n at <f " ^ ^at V» f r o m w h i c h i l i s e a s i ly s e en t h at 

<f<f——>> V-

Iff  a(r) = 8(t), then it is easily seen that Ut(p
a). Since pa

at tfa, it holds 
thatt Ut{q

a). Application of Lemma 4.4 finishes this case. 

Now,, suppose that pa - ^ > p. We must show that qa -?—> q for some q 
withh pRq. Observe that a(t) / <5(0 since after a deadlock step of a basic term 
theree is no subsequent behavior. 

Wee see that p must have a summand 

^a{u)p'<b>8 ^a{u)p'<b>8 

suchh that, for some vector d of data elements, it holds that {b[v :=  d])a = Ta 

andd (a(u)[v :=  d})a = a(t) and (p'[v := d])a = p. 
Butt then it also holds that 

ppaa ^ > at (u[v := d])« » (/>'[ü := <*])«. 

Byy the well-timedness of p we know that h p' = « » / /. Hence the interpre-
tationss of p' and u )§> p' are at-bisimilar for every assignment. In particular, 
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takee assigment /J equal to a except that it maps v to d. Then: 

(p(pff[v:=d])[v:=d]) aa = (p'f 

tt (H » p'f 

==  «u^p')[v:=d])a. 

So,, we have that p at ((« » p')[5 := ^3)a-
Sincee pa «*at <7a> we know that q must have a summand 

suchh that, for some vector ë of data elements it holds that (b[v := ë\f = T" 
andd (a(u')[v :=  ê])a = a(t) and 

qq "at (w » ? )[v :~ e]a, 

with h 
aa.. (1) 

Itt follows that 

aa °( ' ) / / r - —i\Cr 

<??  (tf [v := e ] r. 
Byy the well-timedness of q we know that I- q' = u' 3> q'. Hence the interpre-
tationss of q' and w' » <?' are at-bisimilar for every assignment. In particular, 
takee assigment y equal to a except that it maps v to ë. Then: 

«« = (q'[v :=  ë])a = iq'y 

Oatt («' » * V 

== ((«' » q')[v :=  e])a 

Combiningg this last result and (1), we find that p at q-
Finally,, let x, y be fresh data variables and let v be an assignment that that 

agreess with or, £ and y except, possibly, on ü, JC, y. Morever assume that v 
mapss x to d and y to ë. Then p[v :=  x] and q'[v :=  y] are well-timed <5-sat 
basicc terms with 

pp = (p'[v :=  x])v
at (q'[v :=  y))v = q. 

Noww we have by definition of R that pRq, which finishes the proof. D 

Theoremm 4.6. If the data types have equality and Skolem functions, and E is 
thethe equational theory of the data types, then p at q implies pCRL + E + 
A EE -I- SCA + AT h p = q, for all process-closed process terms p andq. 

ProofProof By Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3 we may assume that p, q are well-timed 
5-satt basic terms. From the assumption p at q it follows by Lemma 4.5 that 
pp  q. Then, the derivability follows from the completeness of the untimed 
axiomm system (Theorem 2.1). D 
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5.5. Relative Time 

Wee let the time stamp be a relative reference to time. This time, we write a[t] 
forr an action a with time-stamp t. For example, a process a[t]  b[u] executes 
thee action a[t]  at the moment t time after its moment of initialization (that is 
determinedd by its environment). Upon the termination of a[t]  at this moment, 
thee action b[u] is executed u time later. 

Inn the previous section, we allowed any totally ordered nonempty set as time 
domainn for absolute time. In the case of relative time, we add the restriction 
thatt it should have a smallest element 0, and that this element should be a 
zeroo for addition, if addition is defined for the time elements. This restriction 
preventss counterintuitive time-stamping, like negative relative execution times. 
Also,, time 0 can be used to express that an action should happen urgently: in 
a[l ]]  b[0] the action b is executed immediately after action a at time 1 relative 
too the time the process was started. 

AA  pCRLn signature is a />CRLat signature without the declaration for the 
initializationn operator. We write S[t] for process terms 8(t). The relative time 
axiomss are those of untimed pCRL plus the two axioms in Table 5. 

Finally,, the definition of basic terms is the same as for />CRLat, and it is not 
difficultt to prove that every process-closed process term is derivably equal to a 
basicc term. 

TABLEE 5. Axioms for relative time; a e AT&. 

(RTl)) a[t] = a[t] + ^uS[u]<u <t>& 
(RT2)) 8[t]-x = S[t] 

Semantics.. We define pCKLn algebras as /?CRLat algebras without the ini-
tializationn operator: the transition relations _ ̂ * r t - and _ -^n V and m e delay 
predicatess Ut are defined in Table 6. The transition rules are those of untimed 
/?CRL,, but the processes S[t] do not have outgoing transitions. The rules for 
thee delay predicates are the same as in the absolute time variant (without the 
ruless for the initialization operator). 

Definitionn 5.1. A binary relation R on P is an rt-bisimulation, if it is symmet-
ric,ric, and whenever pRq and a[t]  e A, then 

( i ) i f / > J ^ r t y , t h e n 4 r̂ t V ; ; 
(ii )) if p - ^ - r t p', then q - ^ r t q', for some q' with p'Rq'; and 

(iii )) if Ut (p) for some t, then Ut (<?). 

Processess p and q are rt-bisimilar, notation p rt q, if they are related by an 
rt-bisimulation. . 
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TABLEE 6. Transition rules for relative time. 

alt]alt]  . p »rt V p >nP 
ait]ait]  >n V 

a[t]a[t]  a[t] 
PP  <i  *rt q P-q >n P'  q 

PP W  Utip) 

£«/>}}  U Q) -^In sf Z«P} U Q) -J* l r t p' ^ 0 » U Q) 

Uu(p)Uu(p) t<u Ut{p) 
UUtt(a[t])(a[t])  Ut(8[t]) 

Utip)Utip) Utip.q) 

Wee state that rt-bisimilarity is a congruence. The proof is similar to the proof 
off  Theorem 3.1. The interpretation of process-closed process terms is the same 
ass the interpretation of absolute time process terms without occurrences of the 
initializationn operator. The definition of relative time basic terms is exactly as 
thee definition of absolute time basic terms. The soundness proof for the relative 
timee axioms is a straightforward exercise. 

Completeness.. The relative time process terms are precisely the processes of 
thee untimed pCRL signature that takes S : Time -  Proc to be an action 
declaration.. As we did for the case with absolute timing, we shall exploit this 
factt in the completeness proof. This proof is easier than it was for the absolute 
timee variant, because the well-timedness of processes with relative time-stamps 
iss immediate. 

Thee definition of deadlock-saturated (abbr. 5-sat) basic terms is the same as 
itt was for the absolute time case (see Definition 4.2): 

(1)) A basic term £ - a[t]  <b>8 + £ ö M 8[u] <bAu<t\>8is 5-sat. 
(2)) A basic term £ s a[t]p <\b>8 + £ - H 8[u] <bAit<t>8  is 5-sat if 

pp is 8 -sat. 
(3)) A basic term p + q is 5-sat if both p and q are 5-sat. 

Thee proofs of the following two lemmas are very similar to the proofs of 
theirr absolute time counterparts Lemma 4.3 and Lemma 4.5. 

Lemmaa 5.1. Every basic term is derivably equal to a 8-sat basic term. 

Lemmaa 5.2. For all 8-sat basic terms p and q it holds that p n q implies 

Theoremm 5.3 (Completeness). If the data types have equality and Skolem func-
tions,tions, and E is the equational theory of the data types, then p n q implies 
pCRLpCRL 4- E + A E + SCA + RT I- p = q, for all process-closed process terms 
pp andq. 
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Proof.Proof. We may assume that p and q are 8-sat basic terms by Lemma 5.1. 
Fromm the assumption that p n q we know by Lemma 5.2 that p and q 
aree strongly bisimilar. The derivability follows from the completeness of the 
untimedd axiom system (Theorem 2.1). D 

6.. Conclusions 

Wee have presented two extensions of pCRL with time-stamped actions: one 
forr absolute time and one for relative time. We defined timed bisimulation 
equivalencee for both versions and proved that the given axiomatizations are 
complete.. We based the completeness proofs on the completeness results for 
untimedd pCRL [49]. We inherited from [49] the proviso that the data types 
havee equality and Skolem functions. 

Wee conclude that the integration of data and processes already present in 
pCRL,, makes pCRL very suitable for the extension with time, as time is 
treatedd as just another data type. The alternative quantification over data and 
thee conditional construct allow a simple yet powerful and well-understood 
meanss to describe time-dependent processes. Furthermore, most results of the 
variouss studies into timed versions of ACP translate directly to our framework. 
Therefore,, we think that the presented theories provide an elegant basis for the 
furtherr study of timed process algebras. 

Finally,, we remark that the fact that timed processes may, after some rewrit-
ing,, be regarded as untimed processes, makes it possible to use the set of tools 
thatt exists for £iCRL for the analysis of timed processes. 


